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Abstract—An ultra-wideband (UWB) balanced bandpass filter
(BPF) is proposed and designed using defected ground structures
(DGSs). A multimode resonator on top layer with a coplanar
waveguide on bottom layer is used to design a UWB BPF. U-shaped
and H-shaped DGSs loaded with capacitor are used to design to
provide common mode rejection within a lower band, while a set of
dumbbell-shaped DGSs are utilized to provide common mode rejection
within an upper-band. The proposed UWB balanced BPF shows the
performance of good common mode rejection in and out of the UWB
passband.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of fully-integrated balanced transceiver,
differential-mode operation exhibits much higher immunity to noise
than single-ended signaling. Much effort has been made to develop
various balanced filters to meet the requirement of common-mode
suppression in modern high-speed communication systems.
In [1], a balanced bandpass filter (BPF) is implemented with
balanced coupled-line structures. In [2], half- and quarter-wavelength
stepped-impedance resonators (SIRs) are utilized to realize dual-band
balanced BPF. Both the two balanced BPFs have narrow differentialmode passband and wide common-mode suppression band. The
center loading technique is proposed to further improve the commonmode suppression characteristic for narrowband BPFs [3]. In [4], a
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compact second-order differential bandpass filter is presented. The
transformer structure is integrated using integrated passive device
(IPD) technology on a glass substrate to achieve compact circuit area
and system-in-package (SiP) applications. In [5], a very compact
differential bandpass filter was designed with improved high-frequency
rejection, suitable for SiP circuit integration.
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technique has drawn much attention for
various applications [6–9]. A two-stage differential-mode BPF is
designed using symmetrical bisections of branch-line topology [10]. A
six-stage UWB differential-mode BPF is implemented [11], but with
poor performance of in-band insertion loss. In [12], the equivalent
3λ/4 short-ended stub is introduced into a wideband differential-mode
BPF to achieve good frequency selectivity. In [10–12], however, the
common-mode suppression in stopband is not good, and the out-ofband common-mode noise would still produce possible electromagnetic
interference (EMI) problem for wireless application. In [13], an UWB
differential filter is developed with good performance of differentialmode propagation and common-mode suppression, which is based
on the structure of double-side parallel-strip line (DSPSL). However,
in order to incorporate the DSPSL structure into widely used
microstrip circuit, additional transitions are needed to accomplish their
connection, which may take more area and introduce more losses.
In this article, a novel UWB balanced BPF is proposed with a pair
of symmetrical UWB filtering units based on differential transmission
lines. To improve its performance of common-mode suppression,
dumbbell-, U- and H-shaped defected ground structures (DGSs) are
introduced to reject the common-mode propagation from DC to
18 GHz. The good performance of our proposed UWB balanced BPF
with DGSs has been demonstrated by the agreement obtained between
the simulated and measured S-parameters.
2. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
The top and bottom views of the proposed UWB balanced BPF are
shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), respectively. It is mainly composed of
three parts. The first part is a pair of UWB filtering units designed
for differential transmission lines. The second part is built up by two
U-shaped DGSs and an H-shaped one loaded with a capacitor. These
three etched structures provide the rejection of common-mode noise
within the lower band of UWB. The third part consists of a set of
dumbbell-shaped DGSs to suppress the common-mode noise in upper
band of UWB. Odd mode impedance of differential line matching
to 50 Ω, and is computed by the methods about coupled microstrip
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Figure 1. Configuration of the proposed UWB balanced BPF. (a) Its
top view, and (b) bottom view.
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Figure 2. The common mode equivalent lumped model.
without considering DGS, that is because DGS has little influence on
odd mode impedance in passband. Even mode impedance mismatch
with 50 Ω, mismatching benefit to suppress common mode noise, the
DGS of Sections 2 and 3 suppress mainly common mode noise. So,
even mode impedance may not need to be considered.
2.1. Theoretical Model and Parameters Extraction
In [14], a method is used to extract the equivalent model of common
mode response. The common mode equivalent lumped model of
the proposed configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The common mode
simulation results of each resonator can be matched to the one-pole
Butterworth type low-pass response, which has 3-dB cutoff frequency
in Fig. 3(a). Cp and Lp denote the gap capacitance between two sides
of the slit and the equivalent inductance of the signal passing through
the one DGS resonating unit. The extracted LC equivalent circuit can
be found in [15] and are given bellow.
µ
¶
fc
1
Cp =
(1)
4πZc f02 − fc2
1
(2)
L =
2
4π f02 Cp
The mutual coupling is synchronous for two identical U-shaped
or H-shaped resonators or identical dumb bell shaped resonator and
is asynchronous between U- and H-shaped resonators or between unidentical dumb bell shaped resonators due to geometrical asymmetry.
The magnetic coupling between any two resonators is dominant, fei
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Figure 3. Common mode simulation to extract the equivalent lumped
model (a) to extract the equivalent LC, (b) to extract the coupling
coefficient km .
Table 1. Extracted parameters of equivalent lumped common mode
model.
L1
5.09 nH
L4
5.2 nH

C1
L2
C2
L3
C3
km1
km2
0.06 pF 5.18 nH 0.08 pF 5.39 nH 0.146 pF −0.057 −0.043
C4
L5
C5
C6
Ca
km3
km4
0.116 pF 1.509 nH 0.658 pF 0.12 pF 4.7 nF −0.135 −0.112

and fmi denote two split resonant frequency due to the synchronous
coupling, shown in Fig. 3(b); f0(j+1) and f0j denote the self-resonant
frequencies of each resonator without mutual coupling, where f0(j+1) >
f0j , fj+1 and fj denote two split resonant frequency due to the
asynchronous coupling, where fj+1 > fj . The magnetic coupling
coefficient can be computed by the following formulas:
2
Lmi
f 2 − fmi
kmi =
= ei2
i = 2, 4
(3)
2 ,
li
fei + fmi
µ
¶
Lmj
f0j
1 f0(j+1)
kmj =
=±
+
Lj Lj+1
2
f0j
f0(j+1)
vÃ
!
Ã 2
!2
u 2
2
2 2
u f
f0(j+1) − f0j
j+1 − fj
t
−
j = 1, 3
(4)
×
2
2
2
fj+1
+ fj2
f0(j+1)
+ f0j
The negative sign is chosen because the magnetic flux is mutually
canceled for the same direction of the current flow on the defected
ground plane.
Using this method, the equivalent model of Sections 2 and 3
in common mode can be extracted. The configuration of Section 1
is designed by a three-pole high-pass prototype according to the
method [1]. So the equivalent model in common mode can be gained
directly. The parameters of equivalent lumped common mode model
are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 4. UWB filtering part of the balanced filter. (a) Its top view,
(b) bottom view, and (c) the simulated S-parameters for differential
and common modes. (W1 = 0.56 mm, W2 = 1.27 mm, W3 = 2.53 mm,
W4 = 0.36 mm, W5 = 0.92 mm, W6 = 4.3 mm, W7 = 3.5 mm, W8 =
0.4 mm, L1 = 0.36 mm, L2 = 1.3 mm, L3 = 0.62 mm, L4 = 0.27 mm,
L5 = 0.4 mm, L6 = 3.2 mm, and L7 = 4.0 mm.)
2.2. UWB Filtering Units for Differential Lines
As shown in Fig. 4, the UWB filtering part of our component contains
two symmetrical units. Each unit is constructed by a pair of multimode
resonators with a coplanar waveguide structure beneath them [15],
which is utilized to provide a UWB bandpass characteristic for a
single line of the differential pair. With this part, the UWB bandpass
response with two transmission zeros is obtained for the differential
mode. Obviously, the two UWB filtering units are independent with
each other. Thus, the common-mode response is similar to the
differential-mode one, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The relative permittivity
of εr = 4.3, the loss tangent of tan δ = 0.003, and the thickness of
h = 0.41 mm. As shown in [14], the common-mode suppression level
of UWB structure below 3 GHz is near 0 dB.
2.3. U- and H-Shaped DGSs for Lower Band Common-mode
Suppression
In [14], U- and H-shaped DGSs are etched on the ground plane
to suppress common-mode noise for GHz differential lines. Similar
structures are utilized to improve the lower band common-mode
rejection characteristic as the second part of the balanced filter, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). This part consists of two U-shaped DGS resonators
and an H-shaped one operating at lower band. The simulation
of this part without capacitor loaded presents poor common mode
suppression in lower passband as in [14]. Because ultra-wide stop-
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Figure 5. First and second parts of the balanced UWB BPF. (a) The
configuration, and (b) the simulated results without capacitor. (c) The
simulated results with capacitor. (W9 = 8.0 mm, W10 = 1.9 mm,
W11 = 1.2 mm, W12 = 1.0 mm, W13 = 1.4 mm, L8 = 1.0 mm, L9 =
5.0 mm, L10 = 9.4 mm, L11 = 1.0 mm, L12 = 2.2 mm, L13 = 1.92 mm,
L14 = 0.36 mm, L15 = 0.3 mm, and L16 = 1.12 mm).
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Figure 6. The differential response of DGS resonator in the Section 3.
(a) The configuration, (b) the equivalent model, and (c) simulation.
band of common mode response is affected by resonation frequency of
three LC resonator of UH-shaped DGS’s equivalent circuit, and the
resonation frequency of three LC resonator is affected by size of UHshaped DGS. The wanted common mode rejection of lower-band of
UWB needs lower resonation frequency of equivalent LC resonator,
the lower resonation frequency of equivalent LC resonator needs larger
size of DGS. To improve the common mode suppression in lower band
and miniaturize the H-shaped DGS, a capacitor of 4.7 nF is loaded at
its center. The simulated response of the first two parts is plotted in
Fig. 5(c), with the optimized geometrical parameters also given.
The DGS resonators are seemed to be shorted to electric wall
in differential mode response. The DGS resonators in Section 2 act
mainly as two coupling bypass half-wavelength resonators shorted
at two ends. The Section 2 with DGS resonators can be seemed
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as two poles bandstop filter. The Fig. 6(c) presents the simulation
results conforming to our analysis. The bandstop frequency is around
12.5 GHz.
2.4. Dumbbell-Shaped DGSs for Upper Band
Common-mode Suppression
Patterned structure on top layer or ground is usually used to improve
bandstop performance [16, 17]. In order to improve the performance
of upper band common-mode suppression, a set of dumbbell-shaped
DGS unit cells is designed as the third part of the proposed UWB
balanced filter. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the dumbbell-shaped etched
patterns [18] are located under both the two differential lines. The
dominant mode of the DGS resonators is an even-mode, so they can
provide a stopband at the dominant resonant frequency for the common
mode. And their second resonant mode is an odd-mode, which will
also produce a stopband at the second resonant frequency for the
differential mode. Fig. 7(b) shows the optimized S-parameters of the
cascading of the first and third parts of the proposed component. It is
found that the common-mode suppression is achieved within not only
the upper band of UWB but also the upper stopband, and the out-ofband rejection is also improved above 17 GHz for the differential mode
filter.
The DGS resonators in Section 3 act mainly as four coupling
bypass half-wavelength resonators shorted at two ends. The Section 3
with DGS resonators can be seemed as four poles bandstop filter
(Figs. 8(a), (b)). The Fig. 8(c) presents the simulation results
conforming to our analysis. The bandstop frequency is around 17 GHz.
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Figure 7. First and third parts of the balanced UWB BPF. (a) The
configuration, and (b) the simulated results. (W14 = 2.0 mm, W15 =
3.0 mm, L17 = 2.0 mm, L18 = 0.4 mm, L19 = 0.3 mm, L20 = 0.4 mm,
L21 = 10 mm, L22 = 0.88 mm).
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Figure 8. The differential response of DGS resonator in the Section 3.
(a) The configuration, (b) the equivalent model, and (c) simulation.
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Figure 9. Photo of the fabricated filter prototype. (a) Its top view,
and (b) bottom view.
The DGS resonators in Sections 2 and 3 provide two bandstop around
12.5 GHz and 17 GHz, which benefit the differential mode bandstop
performance.
It is easy to understand that the common-mode suppression in the
whole frequency range of interest can be implemented by using the U/H-shaped DGSs and dumbbell-shaped ones together with the UWB
filtering units, while the UWB bandpass characteristic of differential
mode will not be degraded. So the proposed UWB balanced bandpass
filter is a cascade of the three parts, as shown in Fig. 1.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate our idea, a filter prototype is designed and fabricated on a
Taconic TRF-43 substrate, with the relative permittivity of εr = 4.3,
the loss tangent of tan δ = 0.003, and the thickness of h = 0.41 mm, as
shown in Fig. 9. The overall size of the prototype is 26.2 × 11.9 mm2 .
The balanced filter, as a four-port component, is measured by
Agilent 8722ES vector network analyzer. Then, its S-parameters of
differential and common modes are extracted by
Sdd21 = S21 − S31
Scc21 = S21 + S31

(5)
(6)
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Figure 10. Insertion loss and group delay of the UWB balanced filter,
(a) insertion loss, (b) group delay.
Table 2. Comparison to other published differential-mode ultrawide
band filter.
Ref

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

this work

frequecy range in
measurement

1-8 GHz

1-13 GHz

0-9 GHz

0-8 GHz

0-18 GHz

differential mode
passband

2.75.3 GHz

2.910.7 GHz

2.85.3 GHz

1.64.37 GHz

3.5410.6 GHz

differential mode
passband insertion 0.5-2 dB

0.5-7dB

0.5-2.5
dB

1.192.05dB

0.112.50dB

common mode
suppression
level (passband)

>20 dB

>14 dB

>17 dB

>20 dB

>20 dB

common mode
suppression
level (lower
stopband)

0-20 dB

0-20 dB

0-20 dB

>20 dB

>14.3 dB

common mode
suppression
level (upper
stopband)

0-20 dB

0-20 dB

0-20 dB

>5 dB

>15.4 dB

yes

yes

yes

No

yes

compatible with
microstrip

The extracted S-parameters of the prototype are plotted in
Fig. 10(a), with its simulated results also provided for comparison.
Good agreement is obtained between them. From 3.54 to 11.30 GHz,
the insertion loss of differential mode is from 0.11 to 2.5 dB. The
extracted 3-dB bandwidth of differential mode is from 3.52 to
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11.40 GHz, slightly narrower than the simulated one from 3.24 to
11.67 GHz. The rejection level of common mode is better than 20 dB
from 3.28 to 10.96 GHz in measurement, while the simulated 20-dB
rejection band is from 3.51 to 10.98 GHz. The extracted commonmode suppressions in the lower and upper stopbands are better than
14.3 and 15.4 dB, respectively. As shown in Table 2, this work can not
only directly connect to microstrip circuits but also suppress common
mode noise to 14.3 dB both in lower and upper stopband. Fig. 10(b)
shows the group delay of simulated and measured results. It is found
the measured group delay is about 0.54 ns and the simulated group
delay is about 0.46 ns at center frequency. The group delay is plain in
pass band and almost not degraded within the passband.
4. CONCLUSION
In this work, a new UWB balanced BPF based on DGSs is designed.
Since each differential line can act as the return path of current for
the other one, the DGSs etched below the differential lines have little
influence on the differential-mode response. The differential-mode and
common-mode responses of the proposed component can be designed
individually. The UWB bandpass characteristics for both modes are
provided by a pair of multimode resonators on the top layer with two
coplanar waveguides on bottom layer. The U-/H-shaped DGSs loaded
with a capacitor and dumbbell-shaped ones suppress the commonmode noise within the whole frequency range of interest. The proposed
UWB balanced BPF has a good performance of wideband commonmode suppression, which is demonstrated by the good agreement
obtained between its measured and simulated S-parameters.
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